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The Meuse region, at the very heart of Wallonia, is sure to
enchant you... Go with the (river) flow and discover its stunning
landscapes, all the way from Hastière to Andenne.
It's all about authenticity and a warm welcome so make sure you
stop in our sweet little villages and towns. We will tell you
fascinating stories about our medieval Citadels, impressive
castles and mysterious ruins. Some of the most beautiful
remnants of the history of Wallonia can be found here.
Many local personalities influenced its cultural heritage. Adolphe
Sax, born in Dinant, invented the saxophone. Félicien Rops, an
artist, illustrator and engraver from Namur, is particularly famous
for his «Pornocratès» painting.

Walk, relax, savour

The region offers a fantastic range of walking, cycling and horse
riding itineraries passing through meadows, forests, along rivers or
roads. So many perfect excuses to forget everything and just enjoy
the countryside!
Alternatively, why not relax on the water? You could kayak down
the Lesse, try your hand at paddle boarding, take a cruise on the
Meuse, rent a small electric boat (no license required) and picnic
on the river.
The Meuse region has a wide range of accommodation options, fit
for small and long stays and any budget.
Foodies too will be delighted: try Maison Leffe's extraordinary beer,
Wépion's tasty strawberries, Dinant's couque biscuit, Biétrumés,
snails, cheese...
The Meuse: an adventure with every step.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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